
Australian Actor Adam Pedicini Plans for the
Future With the Release of the Film 'True Face'

With the eminent release of Adam Pedicini's recent film "True Face" scheduled to drop this year, the

talented young performer makes plans to move to the U.S.

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, February 25, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hold onto your hats America,

the Hollywood entertainment industry is about to get a hot new addition from Australia: Adam

Pedicini!

Born in Melbourne, Australia, Adam Pedicini has created a diverse body of work over the course

of his career that speaks volumes about his incredible creative capacity as an actor, dancer,

television host and model.

"True Face," one of Pedicini's most recent films, is scheduled to debut later this year. Produced

by Russian Doll Productions and directed by Lauren Batschowanow, "True Face" is an indie

feature that puts the “art” in the art house genre, incorporating beautiful cinematography and

cabaret. 

A film that begs viewers to question their true identity and the face they put on in front of others,

"True Face" follows Pedicini in the role of Mick/Benny, two characters who at first appear to be

separate, however, there is much more to the story…

"Mick is a typical Aussie guy who likes to have a few beers and loves to chase women. He's a very

confident guy and the bigger the challenge, the more fun. Benny is a very loud and over the top

weatherman," explains Pedicini.

As the film progresses viewers come to realize that Pedicini's characters are in fact one and the

same as Benny actually puts on the Mick persona in effort to show his true colors and escape

the alter ego he erects when delivering the weather to Australian audiences. 

About working with Adam, Batschowanow says, "I felt that he had full trust in me as the director

which made every scene he was part of run seamlessly… having people like Adam on set makes

the job easy. He also brings an electric quality that brings the scene to life."

In addition to "True Face," some of Adam Pedicini's other credits as an actor include the films

"Exposure," "Cold Feet," "Against the Tide," and "Passing Through," as well as the television series
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"Offspring," and "Winners and Losers".

As a seasoned theater actor, Pedicini has starred in the productions of "Hello Music," "A

Midsummer Nights Dream," "A Conversation At a Urinal," "Patrick's Hat Trick", and others. 

The multifarious nature of Pedicini's talent has made him an internationally sought after

performer. Although he didn't start dancing until age 24, that didn't stop him from rising to the

top. He gained international exposure as a dancer on the "Everytime We Touch" tour for German

artist Cascada, amongst other high profile projects, including: the television shows "X Factor UK,"

"Britain's Got Talent," "Australia's Got Talent" and "Neighbors," and the films "Ned Kelly," "Three

Dolls" and "Strange Bed Fellows".

Pedicini admits, "I could have never anticipated the journey my career took and when I look back

I’m still amazed at what I was able to achieve considering the age I started dancing".

As a dancer, Adam Pedicini has a way of commanding the attention of audiences with his ability

to bring the music to life through his movements, something that also adds dimension to the

characters he portrays as an actor. 

He says, "So many times as an actor we have to move and create the energy and it's so critical

how we use our bodies. How can we transform a given self to be more in line with the character?

My dance training has given me the ability to feel, understand and express how my body is on

stage."

It is undoubtedly clear that Pedicini has real star power. The combination of his good looks,

outgoing personality and the ability to think quickly on his feet has made him a beloved

television host in Australia. In the past, Pedicini covered one of Australia's biggest and most

lucrative events, the Sydney Mardi Gras Parade, for Inside Out TV, which aired on Foxtel's Aurora.

To give a little insight into the scope of the event, this year's Sydney Mardi Gras Parade will

feature such notable acts as Dannii Minogue and Irish comedy queen Panti Bliss. Pedicini also

hosted "Tomorrowland" on Ninemsn, as well as Backstage Pass, which also aired on Foxtel's

Aurora channel. 

When asked what he enjoys about working as a television host, Pedicini said, "Thinking on my

feet. I love that anything could change at the flick of a switch and I have to be ready and respond.

It's a great chance to let my personality show as well".

With an impressive list of successful projects in Australia already under his belt, Adam Pedicini is

now planning to make his move to the United States, as Los Angeles is like heaven on earth for

dedicated entertainers like him. 

He says, "LA is all about the industry and for me that means learning. I believing aligning

ourselves in the best possible position is so important to get the best results. Being in LA will



allow me to be in the best possible position to work with industry leaders and have the most

growth as an actor.”

But Pedicini isn't just moving to LA in hopes of making it big. As he is already slated to act in

three upcoming Hollywood feature films, his success is pretty much a guarantee. Although they

have yet to be announced to the public, we do know the films are being produced by Tigertail

Films, the company behind the film "Discarded," which starred John Savage ("The Deer Hunter,"

"Hair," "Message in a Bottle) and Michelle Lombardo ("Click," "Cat Run," "Mad Men"). 

Pedicini admits, "I've worked so hard for so long, and it's great to be in a position where I have

some fantastic work ahead. Tigertail is a fantastic production company and I'm really looking

forward to working with them."
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